Patterns include: Apex, Diamante, Finite, Gemini, Hitch, Invision, Kilkenny Tweed, Patriot Plus II, Prelude, Rave, Reflex, Renaissance, Savoy, Scribe, Sequins, Silvertex, Simtex, Sphere, Stratosphere and Trax.

PROTECTION AGAINST ABRASIONS AND STAINS
PERMABLOK® is a proven vinyl protective coating that’s engineered to create a tough, effective barrier against the biggest problems encountered in healthcare and hospitality environments – abrasions and stains. You can’t see it or feel it, yet the protection it offers results in extended performance and lasting beauty with minimum care. PERMABLOK remains highly resistant to deterioration such as cracking, splitting, and loss of flexibility.

When caught quickly, most everyday stains like grease, blood, suntan lotion, crayon, ketchup, and black felt tip pens can be wiped right off vinyl treated with PERMABLOK. (Abrasive household cleansers and steel wool should be avoided - see the Care and Cleaning guide for complete instructions.)

PERMABLOK USES
Patterns cross multiple applications, including Spradling’s Automotive Aftermarket, Universal, Corporate, Hospitality, Marine, Healthcare and Education markets.